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Abstract 59 

An adaptive transition from exploring the environment in search of vital resources 60 

to exploiting these resources once the search is successful is important to all 61 

animals. Here we study the neuronal circuitry that allows larval Drosophila 62 

melanogaster of either sex to negotiate this exploration-exploitation transition. We 63 

do so by combining Pavlovian conditioning with high-resolution behavioral tracking, 64 

optogenetic manipulation of individually identified neurons, and EM-data-based 65 

analyses of synaptic organization. We find that optogenetic activation of the 66 

dopaminergic neuron DAN-i1 can both establish memory during training, and 67 

acutely terminate learned search behavior in a subsequent recall test. Its activation 68 

leaves innate behavior unaffected, however. Specifically, DAN-i1 activation can 69 

establish associative memories of opposite valence upon paired and unpaired 70 

training with odor, and its activation during the recall test can terminate the search 71 

behavior resulting from either of these memories. Our results further suggest that 72 

in its behavioral significance DAN-i1 activation resembles but does not equal sugar 73 

reward. Dendrogram analyses of all the synaptic connections between DAN-i1 and 74 

its two main targets, the Kenyon cells and the mushroom body output neuron 75 

MBON-i1, further suggest that the DAN-i1 signals during training and during the 76 

recall test could be delivered to the Kenyon cells and to MBON-i1, respectively, 77 

within previously unrecognized, locally confined branching structures. This would 78 

provide an elegant circuit motif to terminate search upon its successful completion. 79 

 80 

Significance Statement 81 

In the struggle for survival animals have to explore their environment in search of 82 

food. Once food is found, however, it is adaptive to prioritize exploiting it over 83 

continuing a search that would now be as pointless as searching for the glasses you 84 

are wearing. This exploration-exploitation trade-off is important for animals and 85 

humans, as well as for technical search devices. We investigate which of the only 86 

10,000 neurons of a fruit fly larva can tip the balance in this trade-off, and identify a 87 

single dopamine neuron called DAN-i1 that can do so. Given the similarities in 88 

dopamine neuron function across the animal kingdom, this may reflect a general 89 

principle of how search is terminated once it is successful.  90 
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Introduction 91 

An animal exploring its environment may use past experience to guide its search for 92 

food. When food is found, however, it is adaptive to terminate search and instead 93 

exploit the food source. Here we study the circuits that allow larval Drosophila 94 

melanogaster to negotiate this exploration-exploitation transition. The numerical 95 

simplicity of the larval brain combined with cell-specific transgene expression and 96 

knowledge of its synaptic connectivity (Pfeiffer et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014; Eichler et 97 

al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018; Eschbach et al., 2020) allows this to be 98 

investigated at the level of individually identified neurons. 99 

D. melanogaster larvae readily associate odors with food reward (Scherer et 100 

al., 2003; Gerber and Hendel, 2006; Schipanski et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; 101 

Apostolopoulou et al. 2014; Kudow et al., 2017, 2019). Critically, learned behavior 102 

based on these odor-food associations ceases if during a recall test the reward is 103 

present (Fig. 1A). Learned behavior can therefore be viewed as a search, which is 104 

adaptively terminated by the sought-for outcome, i.e. by the reward (Schleyer et al., 105 

2011, 2013, 2015a). Innate olfactory behavior is not likewise affected (Fig. 1B), 106 

suggesting that such innate behavior is organized in a reflex-like manner (Schleyer 107 

et al., 2011, 2013, 2015a, 2015b). Thus natural rewards can induce two effects: 108 

during the training they provide a reward signal that can be associated with cues 109 

that subsequently guide reward search; and during the recall test they can acutely 110 

terminate this learned search, preventing the animals from drifting away from a 111 

resource once it is found. This transition thus reflects a switch in the strategy for 112 

obtaining reward, not a change in motivation, i.e. not a loss of interest in the 113 

reward. 114 

In vertebrates and invertebrates alike, dopaminergic neurons (DANs) provide 115 

reinforcing signals for associative learning (Waddel, 2013; Schultz, 2015; Kaun and 116 

Rothenfluh, 2017). In D. melanogaster distinct sets of DANs convey appetitive and 117 

aversive reinforcement, respectively (larvae: Schroll et al., 2006; Rohwedder et al., 118 

2016; Saumweber et al., 2018; Eschbach et al., 2020, adult flies: Schwaerzel et al., 119 

2003; Claridge-Chang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012) (a similar scenario may be 120 

emerging in vertebrates too: Lammel et al., 2012; Groessl et al., 2018; Menegas et 121 

al., 2018). Establishing a compartmental structure, these DANs intersect the parallel 122 

fibers of Kenyon cells (KCs), the intrinsic neurons of the highest-order olfactory 123 

center of the insects, called the mushroom body. Respecting this same 124 
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compartmental structure, mushroom body output neurons (MBONs) collect 125 

information across the KCs and send it towards efferent circuitry (Fig. 2A-D) (larvae: 126 

Selcho et al., 2009; Pauls et al., 2010; Eichler et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018; 127 

Eschbach et al., 2020, adults: Sejourne et al., 2011; Placais et al., 2013; Aso et al., 128 

2014a, 2014b; Owald and Waddell, 2015; Takemura et al., 2017). Notably, a recent 129 

electron microscope reconstruction revealed that DANs have two main targets: the 130 

KCs and the MBONs (Fig. 2B) (larvae: Eichler et al., 2017; adults: Takemura et al., 131 

2017). 132 

In larval D. melanogaster, activation of DANs from the pPAM cluster can exert 133 

a rewarding effect during training (Rohwedder et al., 2016). From the four DANs of 134 

this cluster, two can individually confer such a rewarding effect (DAN-h1 and DAN-135 

i1) (Saumweber et al., 2018). Here, we chose to focus on DAN-i1 because it has 136 

previously been analyzed in more detail (Saumweber et al., 2018) and because it 137 

yields a more robust rewarding effect than DAN-h1 (Saumweber et al., 2018, and 138 

unpublished data). We first provide a detailed account of the spatial arrangement of 139 

all synapses between DAN-i1 and both its major output partners, MBON-i1 and the 140 

KCs. Then, we ask whether optogenetic activation of DAN-i1 can mediate not only a 141 

reward signal during training, but also a signal to acutely terminate learned search 142 

for the reward during the recall test. 143 

 144 

Materials & Methods 145 

Experimental model and subject details 146 

Third-instar feeding-stage larvae of both sexes (Drosophila melanogaster), aged 5 147 

days after egg laying, were used throughout. Flies were maintained on standard 148 

medium, in mass culture at 25 °C, 60-70 % relative humidity and a 12/12 hour 149 

light/dark cycle. We took a spoonful of food medium from a food vial, randomly 150 

selected the desired number of larvae, briefly rinsed them in tap water, and started 151 

the experiment. 152 

We used transgenic larvae to express the ChR2-XXL light-gated ion channel in 153 

DANs. To this end, the effector strain UAS-ChR2-XXL (Dawydow et al., 2014, kindly 154 

provided by R. Kittel, University Würzburg) was crossed to one of two driver strains: 155 

either 58E02-Gal4 (Pfeiffer et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2012; Rohwedder et al., 2016; 156 

Bloomington Stock Center no. 41347) or the split-Gal4 driver strain SS00864 (Eichler 157 

et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018) to obtain double-heterozygous offspring. As 158 
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driver controls the driver strains were crossed to a local copy of w1118 (Bloomington 159 

Stock Center no. 3605, 5905, 6326). As effector controls a strain carrying the landing 160 

sites used for the Gal4 (attP2) or the split-Gal4 (attP40/attP2), yet without a Gal4 161 

domain inserted (“empty”) (Pfeiffer et al., 2010), was crossed to UAS-ChR2-XXL. We 162 

confirmed the expression pattern of 58E02 and SS00864 by crossing them to pJFRC-163 

10xUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP (Pfeiffer et al., 2010; Bloomington Stock Center no. 32185). 164 

Because ChR2-XXL is sensitive enough to be activated by daylight (not shown), flies 165 

were raised in vials constantly darkened by black cardboard wrapping. For the 166 

experiment presented in Fig. 8E, UAS-ChR2 (Schroll et al., 2006) was crossed to 167 

58E02-Gal4. 168 

 169 

Experimental setup 170 

For behavioral experiments, larvae were trained in Petri dishes of 9 cm inner 171 

diameter and tested in Petri dishes of either 9 or 15 cm inner diameter (both from 172 

Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) as mentioned in the figure legends, filled with 1 % 173 

agarose (electrophoresis grade; Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). As the odor, we used n-174 

amyl acetate diluted 1:20 in paraffin oil (AM; CAS: 628-63-7; Merck, Darmstadt, 175 

Germany), and in some cases additionally undiluted 1-octanol (OCT; CAS: 111-87-5; 176 

Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 177 

Experiments were performed inside a 43 x 43 x 73 cm surrounding box 178 

equipped with a custom-made light table featuring a 24 x 12 LED array (470 nm; 179 

Solarox, Dessau-Roßlau, Germany) and a 6 mm thick diffusion plate of frosted 180 

plexiglass on top to ensure uniform blue light for ChR2-XXL activation (120 181 

μW/cm²). Petri dishes were placed directly on top of the diffusion plate. The Petri 182 

dishes were surrounded by a polyethylene diffusion ring; behind the diffusion ring 183 

30 infrared LEDs (850 nm; Solarox, Dessau-Roßlau, Germany) were mounted to 184 

provide illumination that was invisible to the larvae, yet allowed the recording and 185 

tracking of their behavior for offline analysis. To this end, a camera (Basler 186 

acA204090umNIR; Basler, Ahrensburg, Germany) equipped with an infrared-pass 187 

filter was placed above the Petri dish. For additional details regarding the 188 

experimental setup, see (Saumweber et al., 2018). 189 

 190 

Associative odor-sugar learning 191 
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Learning experiments followed established protocols (Michels et al., 2017). Odor 192 

containers were prepared by adding 10 μl of odor substance to custom-made Teflon 193 

containers (5 mm inner diameter with a lid perforated with 7 holes of 0.5 mm 194 

diameter each). Petri dishes were covered with modified lids perforated in the 195 

center by 15 holes of 1 mm diameter each to improve aeration. 196 

For odor-sugar training, about 20 larvae were placed in the middle of a Petri 197 

dish filled with agarose that contained 2 mol/L D-fructose (CAS: 57-48-7; Roth, 198 

Karlsruhe, Germany) as reward (+), and equipped with two odor containers on 199 

opposite sides, both filled with AM (AM+). After 2.5 min, the larvae were displaced 200 

onto a fresh Petri dish with plain, tasteless agarose, equipped with two empty 201 

containers (EM), where they also spent 2.5 min. Three such ‘paired’ training cycles 202 

were performed, in each case using fresh Petri dishes. In half of the cases training 203 

started with reward-containing Petri dishes as indicated (AM+/EM), whereas in the 204 

other half of the cases the sequence was reversed (EM/AM+). For each cohort of 205 

larvae trained AM+/EM (or EM/AM+), a second cohort was trained reciprocally, i.e. 206 

by ‘unpaired’ presentations of odor and reward (AM/EM+, or EM+/AM, 207 

respectively). 208 

Following training, the larvae were transferred to the middle of a test Petri 209 

dish and tested for their odor preference. Importantly, the recall test was carried 210 

out either on a plain Petri dish to assess memory-based search behavior, or on a 211 

reward-containing Petri dish to determine whether the presence of reward 212 

terminated the memory-based search. In either case, one side of the test Petri dish 213 

was equipped with an AM container, and the other side with an EM container. The 214 

number of larvae (#) on either side was determined from the camera image at 3 min 215 

after the test had started. From these numbers, an odor preference was calculated 216 

as: 217 

(1)  = # ##  218 

Thus, odor preference values are constrained between 1 and -1, with positive values 219 

indicating a preference for and negative values indicating avoidance of AM.  220 

From two reciprocally trained cohorts of animals we calculated an associative 221 

performance index (PI) as: 222 

(2) =   ( )   ( ) 223 

Thus, PI values can range from 1 to -1, with positive values indicating that the larvae 224 

preferred the odor more after paired than unpaired training. Positive PI values 225 
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accordingly indicate an appetitive associative memory that is best interpreted as 226 

memory-based search behavior. Negative PI values, by contrast, indicate aversive 227 

associative memory. 228 

 229 

Associative learning by optogenetic DAN activation 230 

For optogenetic experiments, training and test were performed in an analogous 231 

way. However, all Petri dishes were filled with plain agarose, i.e. no rewarding 232 

tastants were used. Instead, for paired training, AM was paired with continuous 233 

blue light stimulation to activate either 58E02-DAN or 864-DAN for 2.5 min, 234 

followed by 2.5 min of darkness without an odor (AM+/EM). For unpaired training, 235 

odor presentation and light stimulation occurred separately (AM/EM+). Note that 236 

for the experiment presented in Fig. 8E odor and light were presented for 5 min 237 

each; that experiment otherwise followed the procedures described in Rohwedder 238 

et al. (2016). 239 

After three such training cycles, the recall test was carried out, and odor 240 

preference and PI were calculated as described. Critically, the recall test was carried 241 

out either without blue light activation to determine whether the DANs mediate a 242 

reward signal during training, or with blue light activation to determine whether in 243 

addition the DANs can mediate a signal to terminate search. 244 

Variations on this protocol are indicated in the figure legends. 245 

 246 

Innate olfactory behavior 247 

Odor containers and Petri dishes were prepared as described above. Cohorts of 248 

about 20 larvae were collected from the vial, briefly washed in tap water, and 249 

placed onto a Petri dish with an AM container on one side and an empty container 250 

on the other side. After 3 minutes, the innate odor preference was determined 251 

according to equation (1). This preference test was carried out either in the absence 252 

or in the presence of sugar, or in the absence or in the presence of blue light 253 

activation, to determine whether these test conditions alter innate olfactory 254 

behavior. 255 

 256 

Analysis of behavioral modulations after training with 864-DAN activation 257 
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Larval behavior was video-tracked and analyzed as described in detail in Paisios et 258 

al. (2017). In brief, two aspects of larval chemotaxis were analyzed. Firstly, the 259 

modulation of head cast (HC) rate (HC per second) (HC/s) was calculated as: 260 

(3)  - = # ⁄  (  ) # ⁄  (  )# ⁄  (  ) # ⁄  (  )  261 

This measure yields positive scores for attraction, i.e. when larvae systematically 262 

perform more HCs while heading away from the odor (i.e. when odor concentration 263 

decreases) than while heading towards it (i.e. when odor concentration increases). 264 

Conversely, it yields negative scores for aversion. 265 

Secondly, the modulation of HC direction was measured by the 266 

reorientation per HC: 267 

(4)   = (   ) − (   ) 268 

In this measure, the heading angle (HA) describes the orientation of the animal’s 269 

head relative to the odor, with absolute heading angles (abs(HA)) of 0° or 180°, for 270 

example, indicating that the odor is to the front or to the rear of the larvae, 271 

respectively. This measure thus yields positive scores for attraction, i.e. when the 272 

head cast directs the larvae towards rather than away from the odor target, 273 

whereas it yields negative scores for aversion. 274 

 275 

Immunohistochemistry 276 

Larval brains were dissected in Ca2+-free saline solution and fixed in Bouin’s solution 277 

diluted 1:2 with Ca2+-free saline solution for 7 minutes. Three washing steps (each 278 

10 min) in PBST (0.3 % Triton-X in PBS) were followed by incubation with the 279 

primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C. After three washes (each 10 min) in PBS, the 280 

tissue was incubated with the secondary antibodies for 1h at room temperature. 281 

After three final washing steps in PBS (each 10 min), samples were mounted in 282 

Vectashield (Vector Laboratories Inc.). Preparations were examined under a DM 283 

6000 CS confocal microscope (Leica). 284 

As antibodies, we either used monoclonal anti-FASII mouse antibody (DSHB, 285 

diluted 1:50 in blocking solution containing 4% normal goat serum) and anti-GFP 286 

rabbit antibody (A11122, Invitrogen, diluted 1:1000 in blocking solution containing 287 

4% normal goat serum) as primary antibodies and Cy3 anti-mouse antibody (715-288 

165-150, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) and Alexa-488 anti-rabbit 289 

antibody (A11034, Invitrogen), both diluted 1:200 in PBS, as secondary antibodies; 290 

or we used monoclonal anti-ChR2 mouse antibody (ProGen Biotechnik) diluted 291 
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1:100 in 0.3% PBST as primary antibody, Cy3 anti-mouse antibody (715-165-150, 292 

Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories), diluted 1:300 in 0.3% PBST, as secondary 293 

antibody, and Alexa-488 anti-horseradish peroxidase (Jackson ImmunoResearch), 294 

diluted 1:300 in 0.3% PBST, for counterstaining. 295 

 296 

Dendrogram analysis 297 

The neuron dendrograms are 2D sketches of the 3D neuron reconstructions from 298 

Eichler et al. (2017). As ‘linearized’, flattened versions of morphologically complex 299 

neurons, the dendrograms are compact visualizations that serve to display the 300 

spatial distribution of synapses. Details of the dendrogram drawing algorithm are 301 

described in Strauch et al. (2018). Briefly, the dendrograms are topologically correct 302 

neuron sketches with a dominant primary branch drawn as a straight line, and 303 

shorter side branches deflected at stereotypical angles and pointing upwards and 304 

downwards in an alternating fashion to avoid overlap. They are drawn such that 305 

cable length distances and synapse positions are approximately correct. Slight 306 

modifications to improve readability involve an automatic rearrangement of 307 

synapse symbols to resolve clutter and overlap (Strauch et al., 2018). 308 

For the analysis of synaptic organization, we computed a (synapse x synapse) 309 

distance matrix containing geodesic distances (i.e. the distance as “cable length” 310 

along the neuron) between the locations of all synapses on the neuron. The 311 

geodesic distances were computed as Euclidean distances in the 3D coordinates of 312 

the reconstructed neuron by traversing along the neuron’s branches. We clustered 313 

the synapse locations with divisive analysis clustering (DIANA, Kaufman and 314 

Rousseeuw, 2005) operating on the geodesic distance matrix. Based on silhouette 315 

score analysis, we set the number of clusters per neuron to 10. Clusters that did not 316 

contain all four synapse classes of interest (KC DAN-i1, DAN-i1 KC, DAN-317 

i1 MBON-i1 left, DAN-i1 MBON-i1 right) were removed from the analysis. For 318 

each cluster, a central point was defined as the most central synapse of the cluster 319 

as determined by partitioning around medoids clustering (PAM with k = 1 cluster, 320 

Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005) based on the geodesic synapse distances within the 321 

cluster. Finally, we determined the geodesic distances between all synapses and the 322 

cluster’s central point. 323 

 324 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 325 
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Two-tailed non-parametric tests were used and statistical assumptions for these 326 

tests were met throughout. When multiple comparisons were performed within 327 

one analysis, a Bonferroni-Holm correction was applied to keep the experiment-328 

wide error rate below 5 % (Holm, 1979). All the performed statistical tests and their 329 

results are reported in the extended data file Fig. 1-1 along with the source data. 330 

For all behavioral experiments, values were compared across multiple groups 331 

with Kruskal-Wallis tests (KW tests). In case of significance, subsequent pair-wise 332 

comparisons used Mann-Whitney U-tests (MWU tests). To test whether values of a 333 

given group differed from zero, one-sample sign tests were used (OSS tests).  334 

The experiments in Figures 1, 6C-F and 8 followed a two group-design, 335 

comparing two testing conditions for the experimental genotype. Both groups were 336 

compared with a MW test, and their significance from zero was tested by OSS tests. 337 

The experiments in Figure 6A-B followed a six-group design, with three 338 

genotypes (experimental genotype expressing ChR2-XXL, driver and an effector 339 

control) and two test conditions. First, a KW test was performed across all groups. In 340 

case of significance, we performed pairwise MWU tests between the experimental 341 

genotype and each of the genetic controls of the same test condition, as well as 342 

between the test conditions for the experimental genotype (total five MWU tests). 343 

Each group was tested for its significance from zero by OSS tests. 344 

The experiments in Figure 7 followed a three-group design with animals of 345 

the experimental genotype expressing ChR2-XXL. After an initial KW test across all 346 

groups, we performed pairwise MWU tests for the group without blue light 347 

exposure after training and both the other groups. Significance from zero was 348 

tested for each group (OSS tests). 349 

The experiments in Figures 9 and 10 followed a four-group design with 350 

animals of the experimental genotype expressing ChR2-XXL. After an initial KW test 351 

across all groups, we performed pairwise MWU tests between groups that had 352 

received paired and unpaired training within the same test condition, and between 353 

test conditions for a given kind of training (total four MWU tests). No OSS tests were 354 

performed. 355 

We present behavioral data as box plots with the median as the middle line 356 

and 25 %/ 75 % and 10 %/ 90 % as box boundaries and whiskers, respectively. 357 

Outliers are not displayed. Experimenters were blind to genotype and regarding the 358 

absence or presence of sugar reward during the recall test, if applicable. Sample 359 
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sizes (biological replications) were chosen based on previous studies revealing 360 

moderate to mild effect sizes (Paisios et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018) and are 361 

displayed in the figure legends. A sample size of n = 1 included about 20 animals of 362 

both sexes for all innate preference experiments, and 2 x 20 animals (20 for each 363 

reciprocally trained group) of both sexes for all learning experiments. 364 

To compare synapse numbers between the ipsilateral and contralateral side 365 

of the MBON-i1 neurons (Fig. 3A), we tested for their distribution using Chi square 366 

tests, separately for KC MBON-i1 synapses and DAN-i1 MBON-i1 synapses. To 367 

compare the distances of synapses to the center of their respective center-surround 368 

structure on the DAN-i1 neuron (Fig. 4C-D), we performed KW tests across all 369 

synapse types, as well as pairwise MWU tests between all synapse types (total 6 370 

MWU tests), separately for the left and the right DAN-i1 neuron. 371 

 372 

Results 373 

Spatial arrangement of synapses in a DAN-KC-MBON matrix 374 

The recent electron microscope reconstruction of a complete larval mushroom body 375 

circuit has provided a connectome of the DANs, KCs and MBONs based on the 376 

numbers of chemical synapses between them (Eichler et al., 2017). The axonal 377 

branches of individual DANs and the dendritic branches of individual MBONs are 378 

each confined to, and overlap within, specific compartments along the KC axon 379 

bundles (larvae: Pauls et al., 2010; Eichler et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018; 380 

Eschbach et al., 2020; adults: Aso et al., 2014a; Takemura et al., 2017). DAN-i1 381 

innervates the i-compartment of the mushroom body medial lobe (sometimes 382 

called the upper toe of the medial lobe). The reconstruction revealed that it not 383 

only signals to KCs, but actually has two main targets: the KCs and MBON-i1 (Fig. 2A-384 

B) (Eichler et al., 2017). Correspondingly, MBON-i1 has two main upstream partners: 385 

the KCs and DAN-i1. A similar organization of DANs and MBONs is found across 386 

mushroom body compartments (larvae: Eichler et al., 2017; adults: Takemura et al., 387 

2017). Specifically, for DAN-i1 about 75 % and 21 % of its output synapses in the 388 

mushroom body connect to KCs and MBON-i1, respectively, and MBON-i1 receives 389 

about 74 % and 14 % of its input synapses in the mushroom body from KCs and 390 

DAN-i1, respectively (Eichler et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018). Although such 391 

analyses are informative in many ways, they do not consider the spatial 392 

arrangement of synapses along the neurons. To shed light on this arrangement in 393 
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the i-compartment, we use dendrograms that allow us to display the complex, 394 

three-dimensional Gestalt of a neuron as a two-dimensional sketch that captures its 395 

branching structure, preserves branch lengths, and identifies synapse location along 396 

the branches (Strauch et al., 2018). Such detailed analyses surpass the resolution by 397 

which neurons can presently be manipulated in freely behaving animals (Aso and 398 

Rubin, 2020). Still, they offer a glimpse of the actual complexity of the neurons 399 

under study, and of the computational implications of the circuit motifs they are 400 

part of (see also Bilz et al. 2020). From our analyses we highlight the following 401 

points (high-resolution images of the DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 neurons from both 402 

hemispheres as well as of all mature KCs are available in the extended data files Fig. 403 

2-1, 2-2 and 2-3, respectively): 404 

 Both DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 harbor massive inter-hemispheric connections. This is 405 

remarkable given how little inter-hemispheric crosstalk is otherwise observed 406 

along ascending pathways, including the KCs (Fig. 2A) (Berck et al., 2016; Eichler et 407 

al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018; Thum and Gerber, 2019). Specifically, both 408 

DAN-i1 neurons are reciprocally connected with most mature KCs, in both 409 

hemispheres. Moreover, the DAN-i1 neurons provide output to both MBON-i1 410 

neurons, both ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Fig. 2E; for high-resolution images 411 

of both DAN-i1 neurons, see the extended data file Fig. 2-1). This implies that each 412 

MBON-i1 neuron in turn receives input from both DAN-i1 neurons, both 413 

ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Fig. 2F; for high-resolution images of both MBON-414 

i1 neurons, see the extended data file Fig. 2-2). Likewise, the MBON-i1 neurons 415 

receive input from most mature KCs, in both hemispheres (Eichler et al., 2017), 416 

and provide output outside the mushroom body, also in both hemispheres. The 417 

dendrograms more specifically reveal that the outputs from DAN-i1 onto the 418 

MBON-i1 neuron of the ipsi- and contralateral hemisphere are intermingled, as are 419 

the inputs to MBON-i1 from the DAN-i1 neuron of the ipsi- and the contralateral 420 

hemisphere (Fig. 2E-F). Notably, MBON-i1 is not hemispherically symmetrical in 421 

terms of the number of synapses it receives in the mushroom body: both MBON-i1 422 

neurons receive more synapses in the hemisphere contralateral to their cell bodies 423 

(Fig. 2F, Fig. 3A-B); nevertheless, both MBON-i1 neurons receive information of 424 

the complete sensory input space in either hemisphere (Fig. 3D).  425 

 The branching patterns of both DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 are structured into few 426 

major regions. For DAN-i1, three such major regions can be identified. Starting 427 
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from the cell body, in the first region DAN-i1 receives input from its partners from 428 

outside the mushroom body (marked with 1 in Fig. 2C-E) (Eschbach et al., 2020), 429 

whereas the second and third region coincide with the i-compartment of the ipsi- 430 

and contralateral mushroom body, respectively (marked with 2 and 3 in Fig. 2C-F). 431 

In the mushroom body, DAN-i1 is reciprocally connected to KCs and provides 432 

output towards MBON-i1. The primary neurite of MBON-i1 crosses the midline, 433 

and the neuron then innervates the i-compartment of the mushroom body 434 

contralateral to its cell body (region marked with 3 in Fig. 2C-F); here, it mainly 435 

receives input from KCs and DAN-i1. Then, MBON-i1 crosses back over the midline 436 

and likewise innervates the mushroom body ipsilateral to its cell body (region 437 

marked with 2 in Fig. 2C-F). In addition, MBON-i1 features several small branches 438 

in both hemispheres that connect to partners close to but immediately outside the 439 

mushroom body. 440 

 Within these regions, compartment-like divisions that are recognizable in the 441 

DAN-i1 and in the MBON-i1 neurons of both hemispheres cannot be identified 442 

(Fig. 2E-F, extended data files Fig. 2-1 and Fig. 2-2). However, for the DAN-i1 443 

neurons, multiple, laterally ‘idiosyncratic’ synapse-rich center-surround structures 444 

are apparent (Fig. 4). Towards their center all the above-mentioned types of 445 

synapse of the DAN-KC-MBON matrix are found, whereas their surround features 446 

almost exclusively KC DAN synapses (Fig. 4). Notably, any given KC usually 447 

establishes all its synapses in only one or two of those center-surround structures 448 

(extended data file Fig. 1-1). 449 

 Regarding mature KCs, 86 % and 88 % of them establish synapses with the left and 450 

right DAN-i1 neuron, respectively, and 78 % and 74 % with the left and right 451 

MBON-i1 neuron, respectively. Individual KCs have medians of 4 KC DAN-i1, 4 452 

DAN-i1 KC and 5 KC MBON-i1 synapses (Eichler et al., 2017, for more details on 453 

DAN-i1 see Saumweber et al., 2018). According to the dendrograms of all the 454 

individual KCs, the KC DAN-i1, DAN-i1 KC and KC MBON-i1 synapses appear 455 

to be intermingled with no apparent divisions across the array of KCs, as do the 456 

synapses with the left and the right DAN-i1 neuron, and the left and the right 457 

MBON-i1 neuron (extended data file Fig. 2-3).  458 

Together, these analyses reveal the detailed spatial organization of the DAN-KC-459 

MBON matrix of the i-compartment. Of note is that the synapses of DAN-i1 with its 460 

two main targets, the KCs and MBON-i1, are locally intermingled within the multiple 461 
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synapse-rich structures along the axonal branches of DAN-i1, rather than being 462 

separated out between them (Fig. 2E, Fig. 4; extended data file Fig. 2-1). Such 463 

architecture might imply that DAN-i1 delivers correlated rather than independently 464 

modulated signals to the KCs and MBON-i1 within these synapse-rich structures. 465 

 466 

Activation of the same neurons can establish memory and terminate its recall 467 

We were intrigued by the fact that DAN-i1 has two main targets, namely KCs and 468 

MBON-i1, that its synapses with these two targets are so closely intermingled, and 469 

that natural rewards have two functions, namely to establish a memory in training 470 

and to acutely terminate the behavioral expression of this memory during the recall 471 

test (Fig. 1A) (Gerber and Hendel, 2006; Schleyer et al., 2011, 2013, 2015a, 2015b, 472 

2018; Paisios et al., 2017). We therefore wondered whether optogenetic activation 473 

of DANs in training and during the test could confer these two functions. We started 474 

out using the 58E02-Gal4 driver strain that covers DAN-i1 plus two DANs innervating 475 

other compartments of the medial lobe (Fig. 5A-B) (Rohwedder et al., 2016), and 476 

UAS-ChR2-XXL as the effector strain (Dawydow et al., 2014). The 58E02-DANs were 477 

activated either paired or unpaired with odor in training, and the difference in odor 478 

preference in a subsequent recall test was used to quantify associative memory 479 

through the performance index (PI). We observed positive performance index 480 

scores indicating appetitive associative memory in the experimental genotype 481 

whereas genetic controls heterozygous for either only the transgenic effector or the 482 

driver construct did not show memory (Fig. 6A, top, black-filled box plots) (all 483 

statistical tests and their results, for this and all other experiments, are reported 484 

along with the source data in the extended data file Fig. 1-1) (Rohwedder et al., 485 

2016). Thus, 58E02-DAN activation during training can provide a reward signal for 486 

associative memory formation. 487 

Next, we repeated the experiment, but activated 58E02-DAN during the recall 488 

test, too. Doing so reduced PI values, i.e. reduced memory-based search, to about 489 

half (Fig. 6A, top, blue-filled box plots; for a replication of this result, see Fig. 6C). 490 

Critically, just as is the case for natural rewards (Fig. 1B) (Schleyer et al., 2011, 491 

2015a, 2015b), 58E02-DAN activation did not affect innate olfactory behavior (Fig. 492 

6A, bottom). Thus, 58E02-DAN activation can also provide an acute search 493 

termination signal during the recall test. 494 

The previous experiments demonstrate that the three 58E02-DANs can confer 495 
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the same two signals as a natural reward, i.e. the reward signal during the training 496 

and the search termination signal during the recall test. However, it remains unclear 497 

whether each of the three DANs confers both signals, or whether there is a division 498 

of labor, with different DANs being responsible for the reward signal and the search 499 

termination signal. We therefore chose the split-Gal4 driver strain 864, which 500 

supports strong and reliable transgene expression in only one of the DANs covered 501 

by 58E02-DAN, the DAN-i1 neuron, in both hemispheres (Fig. 5C-D) (Saumweber et 502 

al., 2018). Associative 864-DAN activation in training established positive 503 

performance indices, i.e. memory-based search (Fig. 6B, top, black-filled box plots) 504 

(Saumweber et al., 2018). Activating 864-DAN also during the recall test terminated 505 

this memory-based search (Fig. 6B, top, blue-filled box plots). Three independent 506 

data sets confirm the observation of search being tuned down (Fig. 6D-F). Innate 507 

olfactory behavior was not affected by 864-DAN activation (Fig. 6B, bottom). 508 

Activity of dopaminergic neurons between training and the recall test, i.e. 509 

during the retention period, has previously been found to promote forgetting in 510 

adult D. melanogaster (Aso and Rubin, 2016; Berry et al., 2012, 2015; Shuai et al., 511 

2015). We therefore wondered whether in our paradigm 864-DAN activity would 512 

promote forgetting, as opposed to acutely terminating memory-based search and 513 

leaving memory intact. To test for this possibility, larvae were trained as before, but 514 

before the recall test we introduced a waiting period. During this period the larvae 515 

were either kept in darkness or exposed to blue light for three minutes for 864-DAN 516 

activation (Fig. 7A). When the recall test was carried out in darkness, significant 517 

memory-based search was observed regardless of 864-DAN activation during the 518 

waiting phase (Fig. 7A, left and middle box plot). This suggests that 864-DAN 519 

activation during the waiting period does not promote forgetting.  520 

Indirect activation of DANs, via two-step cross-compartmental feedback from 521 

MBONs, has recently been discovered to promote extinction in adult flies 522 

(Felsenberg et al., 2018). Extinction refers to the learning that takes place when the 523 

odor, but no external reinforcement, is presented. To see whether 864-DAN 524 

activation would promote this process, we repeated the experiment, but this time 525 

presented the previously trained odor during the waiting period (without external 526 

reinforcement), either without or including 864-DAN activation. Again, we observed 527 

robust memory-based search in the recall test in both cases (Fig. 7B left, and middle 528 

box plot). Please note that 864-DAN activation fully terminated learned search in 529 
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both experiments (Fig. 7A-B).  530 

Together, these results suggest that activation of 864-DAN, reliably covering 531 

only the DAN-i1 neuron, does not promote forgetting or extinction. Rather, 864-532 

DAN activation can confer both a reward signal for memory formation during 533 

training and an acute search termination signal during the recall test.  534 

 Given that the 58E02- and 864-DAN neurons, just like natural rewards, can 535 

mediate both reward and search termination signals, we decided to investigate 536 

further the behavioral relation between the signals carried by these neurons and 537 

natural reward. 538 

 539 

Relation of 58E02- and 864-DAN activation to sugar reward  540 

To test for the relationship between the signals carried by 58E02- and 864-DANs 541 

and a natural sugar reward, we took advantage of the nature of memory-based 542 

behavior as a search. Regarding natural rewards, we have previously shown that 543 

memory-based search for a reward is terminated by a reward only if the sought-for 544 

reward matches the reward that is present (Schleyer et al., 2011, 2013, 2015a). 545 

Thus, if the activation of these neurons and sugar reward were plainly to ‘mean the 546 

same thing’ to the larvae, then the search for one should be fully and mutually 547 

terminated by the presence of the other. However, in the case of 58E02 this effect is 548 

partial and not mutual, and in the case of 864-DAN it is full yet not mutual, either 549 

(Fig. 8): 550 

 Memory-based search induced by 58E02-DAN activation during training was tuned 551 

down to about half in the presence of sugar during the test (Fig. 8A). Using a two-552 

odor, differential conditioning paradigm, the same result was observed (Fig. 8E). In 553 

contrast, sugar did fully terminate memory-based search when the more specific 554 

864-DAN activation was used for training (Fig. 8B; for two repetitions of this 555 

experiment see Fig. 8F-G). These results can be explained by a representation of 556 

sugar reward that partially covers the 58E02-DANs, and fully covers the 864-DANs.  557 

Whether these DANs are necessary for the observed effects of sugar on search 558 

behavior is not known. 559 

 Second, we asked whether the memory-based search for sugar can in turn be 560 

terminated by activating the 58E02- or 864-DANs, that is whether activation of 561 

these DANs would be sufficient to terminate the search for sugar. This was not the 562 

case (Fig. 8C-D). Thus, with respect to its behavioral significance there are major 563 
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aspects of the sugar reward representation that are covered neither by the 58E02- 564 

nor the 864-DANs, with the result that the search for sugar continues despite the 565 

search termination signal conveyed by these neurons.  566 

With respect to the behavioral relevance of the present type of assay, it is a 567 

plausible working hypothesis that the representation of sugar reward partially 568 

overlaps with 58E02-DAN, and fully encompasses 864-DAN (Fig. 8H). In order to 569 

lend further plausibility to this scenario, we investigated whether 864-DAN 570 

activation would share additional basic behavioral features with sugar reward. First, 571 

we asked whether 864-DAN activation, like sugar, can induce memories of opposite 572 

valence in a contingency-dependent manner. 573 

 574 

864-DAN activation induces memories of opposite valence in a contingency-575 

dependent manner 576 

After paired training with odor and sugar, odor preferences during the test are in-577 

creased relative to baseline, whereas after presenting odor and sugar in an unpaired 578 

manner, i.e. during separate trials, the odor preferences are de-creased (Fig. 9A) 579 

(Saumweber et al., 2011; Schleyer et al., 2011, 2015b, Paisios et al., 2017;  reviewed 580 

in Schleyer et al., 2018). This conforms to widely applied learning theory (Rescorla 581 

and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981; Malaka, 1999) and makes intuitive 582 

sense as well: after paired odor-sugar training the odor predicts where sugar can be 583 

found, whereas after presentations of odor separately from sugar the odor predicts 584 

precisely where sugar cannot be found. In both cases the animals’ behavior reflects 585 

a memory-based search for sugar – yet their memory guides them in opposite 586 

directions relative to the odor. Optogenetic activation of 864-DAN establishes both 587 

these types of memory (Fig. 9B), suggesting that, as for sugar, the reward signal 588 

carried by 864-DAN can induce memories of opposite valence depending on the 589 

contingency of its occurrence with the odor presentation. Strikingly, the resulting 590 

behavioral tendencies, memory-based odor approach and aversion, are both 591 

terminated by 864-DAN activation during the test (Fig. 9C). Thus, like sugar, 592 

activating 864-DAN provides a reward signal that can induce memories of opposite 593 

valence during training, and a signal to terminate the search behavior based on 594 

either kind of memory during the test. We next asked whether more specifically 595 

864-DAN activation results in the same ‘microbehavioral’ modulations of search 596 

behavior as sugar. 597 
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 598 

864-DAN activation affects the same aspects of search behavior as sugar 599 

Larval behavior in an odor gradient can be characterized by relatively straight runs, 600 

interrupted by lateral head casts (HC) that are followed by changes of direction (Fig. 601 

10A-B). We find that search based on a 864-DAN memory, just like memories for 602 

sugar (Schleyer et al., 2015b; Paisios et al., 2017; Thane et al., 2019), can be 603 

characterized by modulations of both these two aspects of behavior, namely the 604 

rate of head casts, and their direction (Fig. 10C-D) (Saumweber et al., 2018): 605 

 After paired training with odor and 864-DAN activation, larvae made more head 606 

casts while heading away from the odor than while heading towards it (Fig. 10C, 607 

left-most box plot showing head cast rate modulation > 0). Such a modulation of 608 

their head cast rate brings the animals closer to the odor source. After unpaired 609 

training with odor and 864-DAN activation, the opposite was observed (Fig. 10C, 610 

second box plot from left showing head cast rate modulation < 0). 611 

 In addition, after paired training the animals directed their head casts more 612 

towards the odor source than after unpaired training (Fig. 10D, black-filled box 613 

plots). 614 

We next wondered whether 864-DAN activation during the test can also terminate 615 

both these behavioral effects, as has been reported for sugar (Schleyer et al., 2016b; 616 

Paisios et al., 2017), and indeed found this to be the case (Fig. 10C-D, blue-filled box 617 

plots). Thus, the reward signal carried by 864-DAN causes the same modulations of 618 

memory-based search as sugar, and the search termination signal carried by 864-619 

DAN, just like sugar, terminates both these behavioral modulations. 620 

 621 

Discussion 622 

The current study shows that the optogenetic activation of DANs can have two 623 

effects: it can confer a reward signal during training such that associated odors are 624 

learned and can later be used by the animal to direct its search for the reward. And 625 

during the recall test the activation of the same DANs can confer a signal to acutely 626 

terminate that very search. Before we discuss which of the synaptic partners of the 627 

DANs might be receiving these signals, we compare the effects of DAN activation to 628 

those of sugar as a natural reward. 629 

 630 

The relationship between natural rewards and optogenetic DAN activation 631 
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Optogenetic 864-DAN activation, just like sugar as a natural reward (Fig. 9A) 632 

(Saumweber et al., 2011; Schleyer et al., 2011, 2015b; Paisios et al., 2017; reviewed 633 

in Schleyer et al., 2018), can establish memories of opposite behavioral valence in 634 

larvae, depending on the contingency with the odor (Fig. 9B). Thus, 864-DAN 635 

activation as such does not signal valence. Rather, as for natural rewards the 636 

valence of 864-DAN activation arises only upon convergence with olfactory 637 

processing. Extrapolating from what has been established in adult D. melanogaster, 638 

this might correspond at the physiological level to the depression of the KC MBON 639 

synapse observed upon paired odor-DAN training, and its potentiation upon their 640 

unpaired presentation  (Cohn et al., 2015; see also Yarali et al., 2012; Handler et al., 641 

2019). Importantly, memories from both paired and unpaired 864-DAN training can 642 

be prevented from behavioral expression by optogenetically activating 864-DAN 643 

during the recall test (Fig. 9C), as is the case for sugar (Fig. 9A) (Schleyer et al., 644 

2018). This shows that the search termination signal likewise pertains to memories 645 

established by 864-DAN, regardless of their behavioral valence. 646 

 Olfactory memories upon 864-DAN activation of either valence further 647 

resemble sugar memories in the specific modulations of memory-based search 648 

behavior (Fig. 10) (Paisios et al., 2017; Saumweber et al., 2018). Moreover, both 649 

864-DAN activation and sugar can also terminate the opposing modulations of 650 

behavior underlying learned search behavior after paired and unpaired training (Fig. 651 

10). 652 

Furthermore, the search termination signal from 864-DAN activation, like 653 

that conferred by sugar (Fig. 1) (Schleyer et al., 2011, 2015a, 2015b), affects only 654 

memory-based olfactory search, but not innate odor preference (Fig. 6). This 655 

specific effect of 864-DAN activation on only learned behavior contrasts with the 656 

recently reported DAN-mediated enhancement of innate food exploitation behavior 657 

in C. elegans (Oranth et al., 2018). 658 

Finally, the presence of sugar terminates memory-based search after 864-659 

DAN training, suggesting that after such training larvae may be searching for a 660 

sugar-like reward (Fig. 8B).  661 

However, the search termination signal conveyed by 864-DAN activation is 662 

sufficient to terminate search after 864-DAN training (Fig. 6, 7) but not after sugar 663 

training (Fig. 8D), consistent with 864-DANs being only a subset of the neurons 664 

representing sugar reward (Fig. 8H). Moreover, whether in an experiment such as 665 
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that depicted in Fig. 8B the activation of the 864-DANs is necessary for sugar to 666 

terminate search is not known. Thus, our results suggest that in its behavioral 667 

relevance 864-DAN activation bears some resemblance to a sugar reward, but 668 

certainly does not equal it.  669 

 670 

Who receives the DAN signals? 671 

Given the two effects of DAN activation, namely to confer a reward and a search 672 

termination signal, and given that DANs have two main targets, namely the KCs and 673 

the MBONs, the question arises what the effects of receiving a DAN signal are in KCs 674 

and MBONs, respectively. 675 

 Concerning the KCs, it is established that during training the coincidence of 676 

odor activation and dopaminergic input is detected by the type I adenylate cyclase 677 

and turned into presynaptic depression of the KC MBON synapse (recent reviews 678 

for larvae: Widmann et al., 2018; Thum and Gerber, 2019; adults: Cognigni et al., 679 

2018; Tumkaya et al., 2018). For DANs carrying a reward signal, this would lead to 680 

less drive towards avoidance-promoting MBONs and hence to odor attraction based 681 

on the residual, intact drive from KCs to approach-promoting MBONs in other 682 

compartments (adults: Aso et al., 2014b; Hige et al., 2015; Owald et al., 2015; 683 

Felsenberg et al., 2018). Presenting the odor unpaired from DAN activation can lead 684 

to potentiation of the KC MBON synapse (Cohn et al., 2015), a process that is not 685 

yet understood at the molecular level. Thus, during training signaling from DANs can 686 

have opposite effects on the KC depending on the activity state of the KC (see also 687 

Handler et al., 2019; Aso et al., 2019). In the present case, such 688 

depression/potentiation of the KC MBON synapse could support the odor 689 

approach/avoidance we observe upon odor presentation paired/unpaired from 864-690 

DAN activation, respectively (Fig. 9B). In summary, the reward signal generated by 691 

optogenetic 864-DAN activation is very likely delivered via the DAN KC synapses. 692 

Much less is known about the MBONs, almost exclusively from adult flies. 693 

However, the fact that they are required for the expression of learned behavior 694 

(larvae: Saumweber et al., 2018; adults: Sejourne et al., 2011; Placais et al., 2013; 695 

Owald et al., 2015; Bouzaiane et al., 2015; Shyu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017) makes 696 

them plausible candidates to receive a search termination signal from the DANs 697 

during the recall test. Driving adult DANs has a monosynaptic, excitatory effect on 698 

MBONs that is mediated by dopamine (Takemura et al., 2017), and adult MBONs 699 
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express all four types of D. melanogaster dopamine receptors (Perisse et al., 2016; 700 

Crocker et al., 2016; Takemura et al., 2017; Aso et al., 2019). Whether any of these 701 

receptors mediates a search termination signal remains unknown, however. Indeed, 702 

DAN presynapses can harbor both dense-core and clear vesicles, suggesting that 703 

they can use an additional neurotransmitter (adults: Takemura et al., 2017; larvae: 704 

Eichler et al. 2017), and some DANs in adults can signal by nitric oxide (Aso et al., 705 

2019). In any case, a plausible working hypothesis is that after paired training the 706 

activation of 864-DAN during the test would increase the reduced MBON activity 707 

back to baseline levels (Takemura et al., 2017), such that the balance between 708 

avoidance- and approach-promoting MBONs was restored and learned behavior 709 

was terminated. After unpaired training, according to such a scenario, the enhanced 710 

MBON activity would be decreased by DAN activation. In other words, very similarly 711 

to what was discussed above for the effect of DAN activation on KCs, DAN activation 712 

might also have opposite effects on the MBONs, in this case depending on the 713 

activity state of the MBON. We would like to add that an alternative would be to 714 

use the DAN signal to short-circuit avoidance- and approach-promoting MBONs, 715 

such that the net output of the MBON network would be neutral. Indeed, adult 716 

MBONs express innexin genes (Aso et al., 2019), and there is a precedent for 717 

dopamine-dependent electrical coupling in cardiac motor neurons in crabs, 718 

Mauthner cells in fish, and the mammalian retina (Cachope and Pereda, 2012; Lane 719 

et al., 2018; Roy and Field, 2019). In summary, although it is a plausible working 720 

hypothesis that the search termination signal from the DANs operates through the 721 

MBONs, direct evidence is still lacking. 722 

 723 

A general principle? 724 

In Pavlovian terminology the odor in our paradigm corresponds to a conditioned 725 

stimulus (CS), sugar to an unconditioned stimulus (US), and optogenetic DAN 726 

activation to a US’s reinforcing capacity. Furthermore, learned behavior towards the 727 

odor in our paradigm corresponds to the conditioned response (CR), whereas 728 

behavior towards sugar would correspond to the unconditioned response (UR). 729 

Terminating learned search in the presence of the US in Pavlovian terms would thus 730 

correspond to a ‘dominance’ of the UR over the CR. Although this seems to be 731 

generally adaptive because USs are of intrinsic value whereas CSs are not, it is 732 

unknown how generally such a rule applies. Indeed, testing for the applicability of 733 
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this rule requires testing for the CR in the presence of the US, thereby defying what 734 

might be called Clause One of Pavlovian practice. In the present case, doing so has 735 

allowed us to reveal that in the brain of larval D. melanogaster the same DANs can 736 

mediate on the one hand a reward signal during training to establish associative 737 

memory, and on the other hand a signal that can terminate its behavioral 738 

expression. Given the role of DANs in mediating reinforcement signals across 739 

animals and humans, we wonder whether this reflects a principle of DAN function. 740 

741 
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Figure legends 986 

 987 

Figure 1: Sugar can confer reward and search termination signals 988 

(A) Larvae were trained such that an odor was presented either paired or unpaired 989 

with sugar. In a subsequent recall test they were assayed for their odor preference 990 

either in the absence or in the presence of the sugar (sketch towards the top). 991 

Testing in the absence of sugar revealed associative olfactory memory, quantified as 992 

a positive performance index (PI). The behavioral expression of this memory was 993 

terminated in the presence of sugar. Thus, sugar can confer two kinds of signal: 994 

during the training it provides a reward signal that can be associated with the odor 995 

to guide the animals later on in their reward search; and during the recall test the 996 

sugar as the sought for-reward provides a signal to terminate this learned search. 997 

Sample sizes: N = 29, 28. 998 

(B) Larvae were tested for innate odor preference, either in the absence or in the 999 

presence of sugar (sketch towards the top). Sugar did not have an effect on innate 1000 

olfactory behavior, suggesting its reflex-like organization. Sample sizes: N = 20 each. 1001 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1002 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). Asterisks below the box plots 1003 

indicate significance from zero (OSS test, p < 0.05 corrected according to 1004 

Bonferroni-Holm). All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the 1005 

source data in the extended data file Fig. 1-1. For the odor preference values 1006 

underlying the PI scores of this experiment, see Fig. 9A. 1007 

 1008 

Figure 2: Circuitry of the DAN-KC-MBON matrix 1009 

(A) The medial lobe chiasm. Odor information is processed to induce innate 1010 

approach, as well as towards the calyx region of the mushroom body Kenyon cells 1011 

(KCs, purple; displayed fully is one sample KC on the right side). Taste reward 1012 

information is likewise processed to guide innate behavior, as well as via mostly 1013 

aminergic modulatory neurons (displayed is the dopaminergic neuron DAN-i1, 1014 

turquoise/black) towards individual compartments of the mushroom body lobes (on 1015 

the left side, the compartments are indicated). Each of the four compartments of 1016 

the medial lobe (h-k) receives input from a single DAN that also innervates the same 1017 

compartment in the contralateral hemisphere. The mushroom body output neurons 1018 

(MBONs) of the medial lobe in turn draw from single compartments, typically of 1019 
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both hemispheres (displayed is MBON-i1, magenta/yellow), and deliver their 1020 

output, in configurations that differ between compartments, across the hemispheric 1021 

divide. Collectively, the MBONs are responsible for memory-based search behavior. 1022 

Based on Eichler et al. (2017), Saumweber et al. (2018). 1023 

(B) The DAN-KC-MBON matrix in the i-compartment of the right mushroom body. 1024 

DAN-i1 and most KCs establish mutual chemical synapses, and both DAN-i1 and KCs 1025 

provide output to MBON-i1. For simplicity, only synapses with the left DAN-i1 and 1026 

MBON-i1 neurons are shown in detail. The same connectivity is found for the left i-1027 

compartment, and in most if not all other compartments (Eichler et al., 2017; 1028 

Saumweber et al., 2018). 1029 

(C) Major regions of innervation for DAN-i1 and MBON-i1. DAN-i1 (turquoise) 1030 

receives input from outside the mushroom body (dark grey) ipsilateral to its cell 1031 

body (region labeled 1), and then innervates the i-compartment in both 1032 

hemispheres (labeled 2 and 3). MBON-i1 (magenta) crosses the midline twice; it 1033 

receives input in the i-compartment of both hemispheres, and provides output in 1034 

regions adjacent to the mushroom body of both hemispheres. 1035 

(D) Same as (C) but in a slightly tilted view, showing skeleton reconstructions of the 1036 

left DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 neurons and one sample KC (black). Based on Eichler et al. 1037 

(2017). 1038 

(E) Dendrogram of the left DAN-i1 neuron. Colored dots represent output synapses 1039 

from DAN-i1, triangles input synapses to DAN-i1. The colors indicate the partner 1040 

neuron of the respective synapse. All other synapses within the mushroom body are 1041 

labeled "Other". Not displayed are synapses that DAN-i1 forms with neurons 1042 

outside the mushroom body in particular in region 1 (Eschbach et al., 2020). 1043 

Stippled lines indicate regions where the neuron crosses the midline of the brain. 1044 

(F) Same as (E), but for the left MBON-i1 neuron. Not displayed are synapses that 1045 

MBON-i1 forms with neurons outside the mushroom body. 1046 

For high-resolution versions of the DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 neurons of both 1047 

hemispheres, as well as all mature KCs, see extended data files Fig. 2-1, Fig. 2-2, and 1048 

Fig. 2-3, respectively. 1049 

 1050 

Figure 3: Organization of synaptic inputs to the MBON-i1 neuron 1051 

(A) Number of KC MBON-i1 and DAN-i1 MBON-i1 synapses to each MBON-i1 1052 

neuron, separated by hemisphere. Both MBON-i1 neurons have more synapses with 1053 
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those KCs and that DAN-i1 located in the hemisphere contralateral to their cell 1054 

body. Asterisks indicate significant Chi square tests (p < 0.05 corrected according to 1055 

Bonferroni-Holm). Data are taken from Eichler et al. (2017). 1056 

(B) Semi-schematic overview of the distribution of synapses from the ipsi- and 1057 

contralateral hemisphere to MBON-i1. KCs and both DAN-i1 neurons form more 1058 

synapses with the contralateral part of MBON-i1 than with its ipsilateral part. 1059 

(C) Distribution of the number of mature KCs forming the indicated number of 1060 

synapses with the left or right MBON-i1 neuron. KCs from the left hemisphere form 1061 

fewer synapses with the left than the right MBON-i1 neuron (left). KCs from the 1062 

right hemisphere, conversely, form more synapses with the left than the right 1063 

MBON-i1 (right). Given that KCs do not cross the midline, all synapses that e.g. the 1064 

right MBON-i1 forms with KCs from the left hemisphere are located on the part of 1065 

MBON-i1 contralateral to its cell body. 1066 

(D) Despite the fact that the MBON-i1 neurons receive less input from the KCs of the 1067 

hemisphere ipsilateral to their cell bodies than from the contralateral hemisphere, 1068 

both MBON-i1 neurons receive information about the full space of KC inputs, in 1069 

either hemisphere. To determine the relationship between MBON-i1 and the 1070 

sensory input projected onto the KCs, the total input that MBON-i1 receives from 1071 

KCs that in turn receive their input from uniglomerular olfactory projection neurons 1072 

(PNs) (white and dark grey), multiglomerular olfactory PNs (light grey) and non-1073 

olfactory PNs (black) was taken into account to calculate the matrix product of the 1074 

respective PN KC and KC MBON-i1 synapses. This was done separately for 1075 

MBON-i1 left and its connections to the right, i.e. contralateral, KCs (top left) and 1076 

those to the left, i.e. ipsilateral, KCs (top right), and accordingly for MBON-i1 right 1077 

(bottom panels). Data based on Eichler et al. (2017). 1078 

All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the source data in the 1079 

extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1080 

 1081 

Figure 4: Organization of synapses on the DAN-i1 neuron 1082 

(A) Cluster analysis revealed that synapses from and to the left DAN-i1 neuron in 1083 

region 2 and 3 (see Fig. 2) are arranged in six clusters (labelled as 2’, 2’’ etc.). These 1084 

clusters appear to have a center-surround organization: towards their center 1085 

DAN KC, KC DAN and DAN MBON synapses are found, whereas their surround 1086 

features almost exclusively KC DAN synapses.  1087 
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(B) As in (A), but for the right DAN-i1 neuron. Seven center-surround structures can 1088 

be identified.   1089 

(C) To quantify this organization of synapses, we determined the distance (in cable 1090 

length along the neuron) of different types of synapses to the center of their 1091 

respective cluster, and found that KC DAN synapses are further from the center 1092 

than all other types of synapses. This confirms the organization of the clusters as 1093 

center-surround structures. 1094 

(D) As in (C), but for the right DAN-i1 neuron. 1095 

(E) Schematic sketch of the center-surround structure (top) and a magnification of 1096 

the connections in the center (bottom).  1097 

All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the source data in the 1098 

extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1099 

 1100 

Figure 5: Transgene expression pattern of the 58E02-DAN and 864-DAN driver 1101 

strains 1102 

(A-B) A previous flip-out-based analysis of the 58E02-DAN driver strain identified the 1103 

neurons DAN-h1, DAN-i1 and DAN-j1 (also called pPAM1, pPAM3 and pPAM4, 1104 

Rohwedder et al., 2016), as well as one additional neuron outside of the mushroom 1105 

body (Rohwedder et al., 2016). This pattern was confirmed: the driver strain was 1106 

crossed either to (A1-A5) pJFRC-10xUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP, or (B1-B4) UAS-ChR2-XXL. 1107 

(A1, B1) Signal of the α-GFP or α-ChR antibody, respectively. (A2, B2) Signal of the 1108 

background staining via the α-FASII or α-HRP antibody, respectively. (A3, B3) Merge 1109 

of the respective signals. (A4, B4) A partial z-projection reveals strong innervation of 1110 

the medial lobe of the mushroom body. (A5) No innervation of the lateral appendix 1111 

is detected (arrow).  1112 

(C-D) The 864-DAN driver strain has been reported to express strongly in DAN-i1 1113 

(Saumweber et al., 2018). Here, we crossed it either to (C1-C5) pJFRC-10xUAS-IVS-1114 

mCD8::GFP, or (D1-D4) UAS-ChR2-XXL. (C1, D1) Signal of the α-GFP or α-ChR 1115 

antibody, respectively. (C2, D2) Signal of the background staining via the α-FASII or 1116 

α-HRP antibody, respectively. (C3, D3) Merge of the respective signals. (C4, D4) A 1117 

partial z-projection reveals strong innervation of the i-compartment in both 1118 

hemispheres (arrows), confirming expression in DAN-i1. (C5) As previously reported 1119 

(Saumweber et al., 2018), the driver strain occasionally expresses in additional 1120 

neurons, but if so typically in only one brain hemisphere, and in neurons differing in 1121 
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identity between preparations. Relatively most frequently, we observed the MBON-1122 

d1 neuron, innervating the lateral appendix in one hemisphere (arrow). Across the 1123 

multiple animals used for our group-based assay, such stochastic additional 1124 

expression is unlikely to cause systematic effects.  1125 

 1126 

Figure 6: Activation of the same neurons can establish memory and terminate its 1127 

recall 1128 

(A) Top: Larvae were trained with odor presented either paired or unpaired with 1129 

58E02-DAN activation by blue light. In the recall test, positive PI values in the 1130 

experimental genotype, but not in the genetic controls, indicate learned search 1131 

behavior based on associative memory for the odor (left-most box plot). Thus, 1132 

during training 58E02-DAN activation can mediate a reward signal. The memory-1133 

based search of the experimental genotype was tuned down when 58E02-DAN was 1134 

activated by blue light during the recall test as well (left-most blue-filled box plot). 1135 

Thus, 58E02 activation can also confer a search termination signal. Sample sizes: 16, 1136 

15, 17, 18, 15, 18. Bottom: Larvae were tested for innate odor preference, either in 1137 

the absence or the presence of blue light. All genotypes preferred the odor equally 1138 

strongly under both conditions, suggesting that activation of 58E02-DAN had no 1139 

effect on innate odor preference. Sample sizes: 24 each.  1140 

(B) As in (A), but with 864-DAN activation by blue light. Top: A positive PI, and thus 1141 

memory-based search, was observed only in the experimental genotype and only 1142 

when the recall test was performed in darkness. Sample sizes: 19, 19, 19, 19, 19, 20. 1143 

Bottom: 864-DAN activation by blue light had no effect on innate odor preference. 1144 

Sample sizes: 16 each.  1145 

(C) In a replication of the experiment shown in (A, top) for the experimental 1146 

genotype, the larvae showed memory-based search in darkness. When 58E02-DAN 1147 

was activated by blue light during the recall test, this memory-based search was 1148 

tuned down. Sample sizes: 15, 16. 1149 

(D) In a replication of the experiment shown in (B, top) for the experimental 1150 

genotype, the larvae exhibited memory-based search in darkness. When 864-DAN 1151 

was activated by blue light during the recall test, this search was terminated. 1152 

Sample sizes: 28, 28. 1153 

(E) In a further replication of (D), the test was performed on a Petri dish of 9 cm 1154 

inner diameter instead of 15 cm. Memory-based search during the recall test was 1155 
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observed in darkness and in this case was partially tuned down through 864-DAN 1156 

activation by blue light. Sample sizes: 22, 22. 1157 

(F) Larvae were trained in a differential, two-odor version of the experiment, using 1158 

n-amyl acetate diluted 1:50, and undiluted 1-octanol. The recall test was performed 1159 

on a Petri dish of 9 cm inner diameter. All other details as described in the main 1160 

text. Memory-based search was observed in darkness, and was tuned down through 1161 

864-DAN activation by blue light. Sample sizes: 26, 26. 1162 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1163 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). Asterisks below the box plots 1164 

indicate significance from zero (OSS test, p < 0.05 corrected according to 1165 

Bonferroni-Holm). “ns” indicates non-significance across all experimental conditions 1166 

(KW-test, p > 0.05). All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the 1167 

source data in the extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1168 

 1169 

Figure 7: Activation of 864-DAN between training and the recall test does not 1170 

enhance forgetting or extinction 1171 

(A) Groups of larvae were trained as in Fig. 6. Then, the larvae were kept either in 1172 

darkness or blue light for three minutes (Wait), and were subsequently tested. 1173 

When that recall test was carried out in darkness, memory-based search was 1174 

observed independent of the light condition, and thus independent of 864-DAN 1175 

activity, during the waiting phase (left and middle box plot). We confirmed that also 1176 

after such a waiting period 864-DAN activation during the recall test terminates 1177 

memory-based search (right box plot). Sample sizes: 25, 24, 19. 1178 

(B) Same as (A), but this time with the odor present during the waiting period. 1179 

Sample sizes: 28 each.  1180 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1181 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). Asterisks below the box plots 1182 

indicate significance from zero (OSS test, p < 0.05 corrected according to 1183 

Bonferroni-Holm). All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the 1184 

source data in the extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1185 

 1186 

Figure 8: Relation of 58E02- and 864-DAN activation to sugar reward 1187 
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(A) Larvae were trained with 58E02-DAN activation as in Fig. 6. Memory-based 1188 

search is fully expressed when the recall test is carried out in the absence of sugar, 1189 

but is tuned down in its presence. Sample sizes: 31, 21.  1190 

(B) As in (A), but with 864-DAN activation. Memory-based search is observed when 1191 

the recall test is carried out in the absence of sugar, but is terminated in its 1192 

presence. Sample sizes: 24 each.  1193 

(C) Larvae were trained such that an odor was presented either paired or unpaired 1194 

with sugar. Memory-based search for sugar was observed irrespective of whether or 1195 

not 58E02-DAN was activated by blue light during the recall test. Sample sizes: 19, 1196 

17.  1197 

(D) As in (C), but with 864-DAN activation. Memory-based search for sugar was 1198 

observed irrespective of whether or not 864-DAN was activated by blue light during 1199 

the recall test. Sample sizes: 18, 18.  1200 

(E) The experiment shown in (A), using 58E02-DAN, was replicated using a 1201 

differential, two-odor version of the experiment with n-amyl acetate diluted 1:50 1202 

and undiluted 1-octanol. Each training trial lasted for 5 min, and training and test 1203 

were performed on a Petri dish of 9 cm inner diameter. The larvae showed memory-1204 

based search in the absence of the sugar reward. When sugar was presented during 1205 

the recall test, however, memory-based search was tuned down. Sample sizes: 14, 1206 

13. 1207 

(F) In a replication of the experiment shown in (B), using 864-DAN, both training and 1208 

test were performed on a Petri dish of 9 cm inner diameter. The larvae showed 1209 

memory-based search in the absence but not in the presence of the sugar reward. 1210 

Sample sizes: 10, 11. 1211 

(G) In a further replication of the experiment shown in (B) the same result was 1212 

observed. Sample sizes: 19, 18. 1213 

(H) The results from (A-G) suggest as a working hypothesis that the representation 1214 

of sugar reward partially overlaps with 58E02-DAN, and fully encompasses 864-1215 

DAN. 1216 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1217 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). Asterisks below the box plots 1218 

indicate significance from zero (OSS test, p < 0.05 corrected according to 1219 

Bonferroni-Holm). All statistical tests and their results are reported along with the 1220 

source data in the extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1221 
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 1222 

Figure 9: 864-DAN activation induces memories of opposite valence in a 1223 

contingency-dependent manner 1224 

(A) After paired odor-sugar training the larvae approached the odor when tested on 1225 

plain agarose; after unpaired training they avoided the odor. This difference was 1226 

abolished in the presence of sugar, meaning that the larvae behaved independently 1227 

of their odor-sugar associative memory. Therefore, the data from this condition can 1228 

be combined as a baseline against which the effects of associative memory can be 1229 

assessed (stippled line). This shows that paired and unpaired training with a natural 1230 

reward establish memories of opposite valence, leading to increased or decreased 1231 

preference compared to baseline, respectively, during the recall test (reviewed in 1232 

Schleyer et al., 2018). Sample sizes: 29, 29, 28, 28. These data underlie the PI scores 1233 

presented in Fig. 1A. 1234 

(B) After paired training with 864-DAN activation too, the odor preference is 1235 

increased, whereas after unpaired 864-DAN training it is decreased, compared to 1236 

the baseline preference when the recall test is performed in the presence of sugar. 1237 

This demonstrates that the reward signal carried by 864-DAN can establish 1238 

memories of opposite valence, depending on the contingency with the odor. 1239 

Sample sizes: 43, 42, 42, 43. These data are pooled from the experiments presented 1240 

in Fig. 8B and G. 1241 

(C) Just like sugar, activation of 864-DAN during the recall test terminates both the 1242 

memory-based odor approach after paired training and the memory-based odor 1243 

avoidance after unpaired training. Sample sizes: 47 each. These data are pooled 1244 

from the data presented in Fig. 6B and D. 1245 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1246 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). All statistical tests and their results 1247 

are reported along with the source data in in the extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1248 

 1249 

Figure 10: 864-DAN activation affects the same aspects of search behavior as sugar 1250 

(A) Sample track from a video recording of a larva with runs and head casts (HCs). A 1251 

HC is detected whenever the angular speed of the head exceeds ±35 °/s (for details, 1252 

see Paisios et al., 2017).  1253 

(B) When the recall test is performed in darkness, larvae typically approached the 1254 

odor after paired training with odor and 864-DAN activation, and avoided the odor 1255 
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after unpaired training (black-filled circles). When tested in light, i.e. while 864-DAN 1256 

was activated, the animals’ preference after paired and unpaired training was 1257 

indistinguishable (blue-filled circles). Displayed are four sample tracks for each 1258 

condition. The arrow heads indicate the start and the end of the tracks. 1259 

(C) After paired training with odor and 864-DAN activation, larvae modulated their 1260 

HC rate such that they made relatively more HCs while heading away from the odor 1261 

source than while heading towards it. After unpaired training, the opposite 1262 

modulation was observed. When 864-DAN was activated during the recall test, 1263 

larvae behaved independently of their previous training.  1264 

(D) After paired training with odor and 864-DAN activation, larvae directed their HCs 1265 

more towards the odor source than after unpaired training. When 864-DAN was 1266 

activated during the recall test, larvae behaved independently of their training. 1267 

For this analysis, data from the experiments displayed in Fig. 6B and D were used. 1268 

Sample sizes from left to right: 46, 48, 48, 45.  1269 

Different lettering above the box plots indicates pairwise significance (MWU test, p 1270 

< 0.05 corrected according to Bonferroni-Holm). All statistical tests and their results 1271 

are reported along with the source data in extended data file Fig. 1-1. 1272 

  1273 
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Extended data 1274 

 1275 

Figure 1-1: Source data for all behavioral experiments, and results of all statistical 1276 

tests 1277 

This excel file contains all behavioral results displayed in this study, as well as all 1278 

data underlying statistical tests. The data of each figure are presented in a separate 1279 

table, and data are grouped by figure panel, genotype and test situation. Each table 1280 

also contains the results of all statistical tests performed in the respective figure, as 1281 

well as displays of the odor preference values underlying the PI scores displayed in 1282 

the main figures. 1283 

 1284 

Figure 2-1: Dendrograms of the DAN-i1 neurons 1285 

Shown are high-resolution dendrograms of the DAN-i1 neurons from both 1286 

hemispheres. Output synapses are marked with colored circles, input synapses with 1287 

colored triangles. The colors indicate which neuron the respective synapse is 1288 

formed with. All other synapses within the mushroom body are labeled "Other". 1289 

Not displayed are synapses that DAN-i1 forms with neurons outside the mushroom 1290 

body. Stippled lines indicate regions where the neuron crosses the midline of the 1291 

brain. Data are taken from Eichler et al. (2017).  1292 

 1293 

Figure 2-2: Dendrograms of the MBON-i1 neurons 1294 

Shown are high-resolution dendrograms of the two MBON-i1 neurons from both 1295 

hemispheres. Output synapses are marked with colored circles, input synapses with 1296 

colored triangles. The colors indicate which neuron the respective synapse is 1297 

formed with. All other synapses within the mushroom body are labeled "Other". 1298 

Not displayed are synapses that MBON-i1 forms with neurons outside the 1299 

mushroom body. Stippled lines indicate regions where the neuron crosses the 1300 

midline of the brain. Data are taken from Eichler et al. (2017).  1301 

 1302 

Figure 2-3: Dendrograms of all mature KCs 1303 

Shown are high-resolution dendrograms of all mature KCs of both hemispheres. 1304 

Output synapses are marked with colored circles, input synapses with colored 1305 

triangles. The colors indicate which neuron the respective synapse is formed with. 1306 

All synapses with DAN-i1 and MBON-i1 are found in the part of the axon that forms 1307 
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the i-compartment of the mushroom body. Synapses of the “other” category 1308 

contain mostly synapses with olfactory projection neurons in the calyx 1309 

compartment, as well as modulatory input neurons and MBONs in other 1310 

compartments. Data are taken from Eichler et al. (2017).  1311 






















